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ENGLISH
SINBO SBS 4449 BATHROOM SCALE
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

For the purpose of using correctly and maintaining weight accuracy and longevity of body
scale, please read following instruction carefully before operating.
IMPORTANT: REMOVE THE PLASTIC MATERIAL UNDER THE BATTERY BEFORE FIRST
USING.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Capacity: 2.5-180kg
- Graduation: 0.1kg/ 0.2LB
- Power saving LCD display
- Weight units: KG/LB/ST
- Equipped with high precision strain gauge sensor system
- Tempered safety plate glass platform
- Foot-tap switch
- Automatic zero resetting
- Automatic switch off
- Overload indicator
- Low battery indicator
- Operated by 1 x 3V CR2032 battery, battery included.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
1. Get one CR2032 Lithium battery put in the battery seat of the back of scale
2. Choice the weight unit and move to the right position.
3. The scale must put on the smooth hard floor.
4. You stand on the platform directly then the scales can compute your weight
automatically.
5. The display will show 0.0kg
6. Always stand in the center of the platform, thus enabling the scale to take your weight
exactly.
7. Within seconds, personal weight is established electronically and displayed
8. Once you step off the scale after weighing, it will switch itself off automatically after
few Seconds.

TROUBLE SHOOTING:
1. Display "EEEE" .if weight exceeds the maximum capacity of 150kg/3301bs/23.6st.
"EEEE"
Appears on the display, Please step off the scale immediately, otherwise the scale may
be damaged
2. Display "Lo". Low battery. The user is advised to replace a pair of new battery.
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PRECAUTIOUS:
1. Avoid overload, other wise, permanent damage to the scale will occur.
2. Do not disassemble the product other than replacing the battery.
3. Clean after use with a lightly damper cloth, do not use solvents or immerse the products
in water.
4. Avoid excessive impact or vibration to the unit, such as dropping the product onto the
floor.

NOTICE:
1. Keep the glass platform is dry for fear body will be slip. Note the scale guard against
wet.
2. Do not put the scale on the soft floor (like on the carpet), otherwise the measure is
inaccurate.
3. Do not put any other things on the glass platform if you not use.
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